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  Activity 1 - Rain and Sunshine 20 Minutes

 The teacher asks the learners to stand in a circle.
 Asks them to jump a step forward when the teacher says ‘Rain’, holding their

hand as if they are holding an umbrella.
 Asks them to jump a step backward, when the teacher says ‘Sunshine’,

keeping their hands down.

 Aim : Energise the learners by engaging them in a game.

Language focus : Listen to simple instructions and act accordingly.

SESSION  1

Time: 1 ½  hours

Major goals of the unit:
Learners -
· read illustrated stories and books.
· read and enjoy stories and poems.
· develop appropriate questions based on the contexts and engage in interactive

sessions.
· read and develop concept maps and story outlines individually and in paired

groups.
· read  individually and in pairs and mime, act/role-play the characters, events or

stories.
· develop stills based on what is read.
· write different discourses like conversation, description, of events and thought etc.

Performance expectations:
Learners -
· participate in games and activities comprehending the directions given by the

teacher.
· comprehend simple narrations and participate in guided imageries.
·  read  and appreciate short stories.
· write conversations based on a story.
· write simple sentences connected with their past experiences, i.e. summer

vacation.
· describe different life situations.
· write a script for a still.
· read and appreciate a poem.
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  Activity 2 - Charades

Teacher divides the class into two equal groups. Places a box on the table with lots,
containing some actions.
One member from the first group takes a lot and hands it over to another member
in the second group. Let him/her mime the action. The first group identifies the
action.  Continue the game with the second group.
Actions for charades

1) Walking in the rain with an umbrella
2) Walking in the rain without an umbrella
3) Walking through the muddy road
4) Walking on a slippery surface
5) Walking in wet clothes
6) Being late in the class due to rain
7) Drawing water from the well
8) Mopping the floor
9) Washing clothes
10) Washing plates

Interaction
Did you enjoy the activity? Have you ever walked in the rain without an umbrella?
Elicits responses.

 Aim : Learners engage in games and work as a team.

Language focus : Read and comprehend action words and act accordingly.

TLM : Strips containing clues of action.

30 Minutes

 Continues the game changing the words ‘Rain’ and ‘Sunshine’ accordingly,
changing the speed of utterance.

 The learner who makes a mistake will be  out.
 Continues the game until one child is left, who will be declared the winner.
 Congratulates the winner and appreciates everyone who participated.

Assessment :

  How well did the learners comprehend and respond to the instructions?
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  Activity 3 - Observe and Predict 35 Minutes

Activity Description
The teacher shows the picture (Page No. 71) and interacts with the children.

· Who are there in the picture?
· Are they friends?
· Where are they going?
· How do you know that they are going to school?
· What more ideas do you get about the children?
· Have you got any idea from the title?(A Girl in the Rain).
Elicits responses
Let them find out whether their guesses are right or wrong by reading the
passage individually. Asks the learners to share their ideas in pairs.
Interaction

· Now say, who are the main characters?
· How are the symptoms of rainy season described in the paragraph?
· What does the word ‘languidly’ mean here?
· Pick out the word that means ‘move from side to side’.
· “Lily, you go with Gracy”- Why did Baby say so?

· What did Baby do, when it rained?

 Aim : Observe the picture and predict the events.

Language focus : Make meaningful predictions based on the picture. Read and
comprehend the given passage.

Assessment :

 Assess the responses of the learners.

Assessment :

  How far could the learners engage in and enjoy gin roup activities?
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SESSION  2
Time: 1 ½ hours

Assessment :

How far did the learners identify the events in the story?

  Activity 4 - Guided Imagery 15 Minutes

Teacher asks the learners to close their eyes. Teacher creates an ambience of

rain through an audio clip. After the music, teacher reads the story ‘The Rain’

with proper sound modulation.

Then the teacher divides the learners into four groups.

· Asks them to fix the events of the story.

Interaction

· What are the main events?

· What did Lily do when it started raining?

· What did Lily ask Gracy?

Elicit responses and write the events on the BB.

· Lily runs in the rain.

· Lily meets Gracy.

· She requests her to let her in the umbrella.

· Gracy doesn’t let Lily in her umbrella.

Teacher finalises the events.

 Aim : Read and find the events in the story

Language focus : Listen to the teacher and fixe the events in the story.

TLM : Audio of rain
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Assessment :  How far could the learners fix the events and perform it?

  Activity 5 - Corner Stills 25 Minutes

Teacher makes them stand in the corner to perform corner stills assigns the

characters.

Teacher intervenes in the groups

· Who are the characters?

· Who will act as Lily?

· Who will act as Gracy?

· What would be the role of other members?

When the teacher says the events one by one, all the groups perform accordingly at

the same time.

 Aim : Identify the events and recreate them in the form of stills.

Language focus :  Listen and comprehend the text.

  Activity 6 - Word Wall 35 Minutes

 Aim : Identify the difficult words and find out the meaning.

Language focus : Comprehend the passage by identifying the difficult words and
their meanings.

Learners read the passage ‘The Rain’ individually.  The teacher asks them to find out

the difficult words and write them in their notebooks.

· Teacher divides the learners into 4 or 5 groups.

· They share the words in groups.

·  Asks them to find out the common unfamiliar words in groups.

· Teacher supplies chart paper strips to each group for writing the common,

unfamiliar words. (one word in each strip).

· Asks them to predict the meaning of unfamiliar words in the word strip.
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Assessment : Check whether they could guess the meaning from the context.

     How well did they make the use of the dictionary/glossary?

Assessment : How many learners could identify the words that fit into the
    context?

  Activity 7 -  Give me the Word 15 Minutes

Divides the learners group of  4, 5 members. Teacher reads the passage (Page No: 72
and 73) in the class and makes the learners  listen to her. While reading a sentence in
the book the teacher leaves out a word and asks the learners to guess the missing
words.  If any group fails to supply the missing words, the teacher gives chance for the
other groups to supplement the words. Then the teacher reads the sentence including
the missing words.Teacher continues the same. Scores can also be given to the winners.

 Aim : Listen and comprehend the text.

Language focus : Identify the missing word in a text by comprehending its total
meaning.

Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand the instructions?

Were they able to make predictions based on the context?

Were they able to read and generate the meaning from the text?

Expected  writing in learners notebook: List of words

Evidence of classroom process: Digital copy of stills

Things that go to the portfolio:

· Teacher asks the children to fix or hang the chart paper strips on the wall.

· Let the children read and analyse the meaning of the word with the help of the

glossary/ dictionary/teacher.
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SESSION  3
Time: 1½ hours

  Activity 8 - Observe and Predict 45 Minutes

The teacher reminds the learners about the incidents in the story so far. Teacher
leads to Page No.74 and asks them to predict the events.
Friends, as we know Gracy doesn’t allow Lily to get under her umbrella.
She is almost wet now. Look at the picture.
Where is she now?
What will she do now? Will anybody help her?
Helps the learners to make predictions through these questions.
Writes their predictions on the blackboard. Asks them to read and check whether their
predictions are correct or not.
Individual reading of the passage.
Are there any other details that you haven’t guessed? What are they?
Let the learners write down the major points after a detailed discussion on the passage
in groups.
Presentation of the points by groups.
The teacher asks the following questions to groups to get a better understanding of the
paragraph.
Lily started sobbing. What made her sob?
Lily saw Gracy passing by holding the umbrella. What might be the feelings of
Lily now?
Usually rain makes us happy. Why is Lily sad now?
Can you identify the sentences that reveal her poverty?
The teacher follows the chain reading technique to facilitate loud reading.

 Aim : Observing  the picture and predicting the events.

Language focus : Make meaningful predictions based on the picture. Read
and comprehend the given passage.

Assessment : Do they comprehend the passage well?

  Can they respond to the interaction questions?
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· Teacher provides enough space at the centre of the classroom for performing

TPR.

· Asks the learners to stand up from their seats and listen to the passage ‘Tears of

Rain’ read by the teacher.

· Let them enact the scene.

· Observe the learners , while they are performing

Assessment : Go for a general observation followed by the

    observation of learners who need further support.

  Activity 9 - Connect the Ideas 20 Minutes

The teacher shows two word/phrase cards related to the passage (or writes them on
the blackboard) and asks the groups to connect them to a sentence pertaining to the
passage they have already read.
e.g: shelter - small shop/ upset - books/ standing - sobbing/ clothes - wet/ blurred her
eyes - tears…….
Allows them to refer the Coursebook, if needed. If a group fails to frame a sentence,

pass the task to the next group. The activity is continued till all the ideas are covered.

 Aim : To enable the learners to retell the story.

Language focus : Recall the events and retell the story with the help of clues.

  Activity 10 - TPR 20 Minutes

 Aim :  Enable the learners to listen and comprehend.

Language focus : Listen, comprehend and perform according to the context.

Assessment   : Are the learners able to retell the story?
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Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand my directions?

Were they able to make predictions based on the context?

Were they able to read and generate meaning from the text?

Were they able to retell the events in their own sentences?

Expected writing in learners notebook: List of events in the passage,

Evidences of classroom process: Digital version of TPR, word cards, etc.

Things that go to the portfolio:

SESSION  4

  Activity 11 - Group Bingo 20 Minutes

 Aim : To enable the learners to act according to the directions

Language focus : Listen, comprehend and respond

TLM :  List of words

Time: 1 ½ hours

1. Teacher divides participants into groups of 4 or 5.
2. Gives each group a piece of chart paper/A4 sheet and asks them to fold the

paper into 16 boxes.
3. Gives a different coloured marker to each group.
4. Asks the groups to fill the boxes with the words they came across from the

passages they have read.
5. Makes sure everyone gets a chance to write. When all 16 boxes are filled, each

group will have a different Bingo card.
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  Activity 12 - Predict , read, and
 comprehend

40 Minutes

 Aim : Read and comprehend the story.

Language focus : Read, comprehend and retell the story.

Teacher leads the learners to predictions based on the picture and the title of the

passage. What does the passage tell?

Did you get any idea from the title; ‘Lost Childhood’?

Allows predictions and the teacher writes them on the blackboard.

Now I shall give you one minute to read the passage quickly.

After one minute allows them to make corrections to their predictions.

Lists down their predictions on the board. Asks the learners to read the passage

individually to check whether the predictions are correct.

Who are the new characters mentioned in the passage?

What ideas do you get about the aunt?

Leads them to group sharing and presentation.

Children should help parents in household duties.

What is your opinion about this?

6. Teacher writes down the words on the chart. Those who have written that word
can put a circle around the word.

7. When a group has a whole line of words vertically, horizontally or diagonally, they win.

Assessment :  Do all the learners participate in the game?

    Can all learners contribute words?

Assessment  :  Can the learners make logical predictions?

       Do they comprehend the passage?
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  Activity 13 - True side and False side 15 Minutes

Teacher draws a marking line at the centre to divide the classroom into two sides: one

is the true side and the other is the false side. Asks the learners to stand at the centre.

She/He reads out a statement related to the passage they have read. Those who think

the statement to be true can move to the ‘True side’ and others can move to the ‘False

side’. Those who chose the False side are eliminated.

Teacher repeats the game with the next statement.

 Aim : Enhance comprehension by engaging the learners in simple
games.

Language focus : Listen to the statements, comprehend and act accordingly.

Assessment : Do the learner enjoy the game?

How many of them comprehended the passage?
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  Activity 14 - Hot Seat 20 Minutes

 Aim : To ask questions based on the given situation.

Language focus : Frame questions suitable to the context.

Teacher divides the learners into groups of five/ six and assigns them to fix questions to

be asked to the aunt.

Teacher occupies the hot seat as the aunt and answers  the questions asked by the

learners.

Assessment : How many of them were able to ask meaningful questions?

How many needed support in asking questions?

Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand my directions?

Were they able to make predictions based on the context?

Were they able to read and generate meaning from the text?

Expected  writing in learners notebooks: List of events in the passage,

questions for hot seat, words for Bingo

Evidence of classroom process: Word chart

Things that go to the portfolio:
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  Activity 15 - Zip, Zap, Zop 20 Minutes

Teacher develops a word web related to the theme ‘rain’. ( water, rain, lightning, river,
stream, thunder, cloud, wind, trees,….)
Teacher asks the learners to stand in two lines.  When one claps and points at someone
in the opposite line and say ‘zip’. She/he has to clap and point at someone in the
opposite line, say ‘zap’. The third person claps, points and says ‘zop’ to someone in
the opposite line. They do a trial. Now, instead of zip, zap, zop the learners are asked
to clap, point and say a word related to rain.

SESSION  5

 Aim : To enable the learners act according to the directions.
Language focus : Listen, comprehend and respond

TLM : Word web

Assessment : Were the learners able to say the words?

Feedback : Teacher can help them to itterthe words.  Teacher appreciates

and encourages the learners who do well.

  Activity 16 - Read Pictures and Guess 40 Minutes

Teacher shows the pictures from the Coursebook on Pages 77 and 78 through the

projector – (A Bruise)

Let the learners observe the pictures thoroughly and predict the story.

 Aim : Make meaningful predictions based on pictures.
Language focus : Make the learner predict the story by observing the

pictures. Read and comprehend the story.

Time: 1½ hours
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Interaction

1)  Who are the characters?

2)What can you see in the first picture?

3)What do you see in the second picture?

4)What might have happened in between these two events?

They fix the events individually and then in groups. Let each group present

their predictions.

Learners read the passage on Pages 77 and 78.

What additional events did you see in the passage?

Why did Lily feel no pain from the bruise?

‘Lily saw Gracy giggling’. What aspects of Gracy’s character is revealed

from this reaction?

If you were the teacher, how will you behave to Lily?

Discussion in groups and presentation.

Reading aloud by the teacher and some learners.

  Activity 17- Description of Behaviour 40 Minutes

 Aim : Writes one’s own views on the issue

Language focus : Write views on the teacher’s behaviour

Teacher interacts with the learners.

1)    What happened to Lily on the way to school?

2)    What did the teacher do when Lily entered the class?

3)    The teacher did not allow Lily to enter the class. What do you think

about the teacher’s behaviour?

Assessment : To what extend are they able to comprehend the passage?

Do they make meaningful predictions?
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Teacher elicits responses.

Divide the class into two. Each group can sit in separate circles. Teacher assigns

duty to each group. One group has to support the teacher’s behaviour. The other

group opposes. Teacher intervenes in each group and facilitates the discussion, writes

the major points on the board.

Now she/he leads the learners to answer question 3 on Page No. 80.

Let them refine their write up in groups and present.

Edits the write-up of one group.

Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand my instructions?

Were they able to make predictions based on the context?

Were they able to read and generate meaning from the text?

Can they analyse the context critically?

Expected writing in learners notebook: Write-up (individual  and group)

Evidence of classroom process: Edited group product

Things that go to the portfolio:

Assessment : Can they analyse the context initially?
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  Activity 18 -  Let’s Write (Thoughts) 90 Minutes

Teacher asks the groups to picturise the plight of Lily standing outside the class, as

stills. Asks other groups to assess the performances.

Interaction:

1)Why is Lily standing on the school verandah?

2)What are her feelings now?

3)What will she think about her teacher?

4)Is she thinking about her parents?

5)What will she think about Gracy?
6)Will she think about her brother?

7)What will she think of the rain?

Teacher elicits free responses and develops a graphic organizer.

SESSION  6

 Aim : Enable the learner to express his thoughts and feelings.

Language focus :  Express thoughts and feelings in simple sentences.

Time: 1 ½ hours

• Let the learners write the thoughts of Lily.
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 Individual writing

 Random presentation in the form of a soliloquy

 Group discussion, refinement and presentation

 Teacher version

 Editing

Assessment : i) How far could  they internalize the mood and feelings of the character?

ii) Aptness of expressions used

Lily’s Thoughts (Teachers version)

What a damned day! Gracy did not allow me to share her

umbrella. How selfish! Teacher did not allow me to enter

the class. Why is she so cruel to me? May be, she is right.

I was drenched in the rain. But, why did my classmates

giggle when they saw me? I wanted to hide myself

somewhere. Who is there to buy me an umbrella? I will tell

Baby to buy me one. Can he? Who knows!

Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand my instructions?

Did they analyse the context critically?

Were they able to personalise the emotions of the character?

Expected writing in learners notebook: Thoughts ( individual  and group)

Evidence of classroom process: Teacher version, edited group product

Things that go to the portfolio:
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  Activity 20 - Conversation (Let’s write -2) 50 Minutes

 Aim : Prepares conversation using appropriate expressions

Language focus : Prepare conversation suitable to context

TLM : Picture

  Activity 19 -  What will you ask Lily? 30 Minutes

Teacher groups the learners. She puts a box containing words related to Lily. (e.g.:

slate, bruise on knee, torn book, wet dress, standing outside, torn edges of skirt,

crying….) One group comes forward, takes a slip from the box, frames a question

collectively related to the context and asks to the other group. The other group should

respond to the question. Continues the activity with other words/ groups.

Note: The teacher can do a modelling if needed.

SESSION  7

 Aim : Ask appropriate questions and respond properly

Language focus :  Frame suitable questions and answers.

TLM : Strips containing words

Time: 1 ½  hours

Assessment :  Were the learners able to frame appropriate questions?
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· Teacher shows the picture of Lily walking home and initiates an interaction.

Lily is walking home. She is sad too. Seeing her sad face what will Baby

ask her? What will she tell Baby?

· Leads the learners to write the possible conversation.

· Random presentation

· Sharing in groups

· Let two from each group assume the roles of Lily and Baby and role play the

conversation.

· Teacher presents a version of the conversation.

· Editing.

Assessment : Were they able to prepare conversations?

How could I engage the slow learners in the process?

Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand the instructions?

Did they analyse the context critically?

Were they able to prepare suitable expressions for the conversation?

Expected writing in learners’ notebook: Conversation ( individual  and

group)

Evidence of classroom process: Teacher version, edited group product.

Things that go to the portfolio:
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  Activity 22 - Charades 30 Minutes

 Aim : To enact ideas

Language focus : Read, comprehend and act out

TLM : Paper strips containing directions

  Activity 21 - Find out words and
     Sentences (Qn.4, Page 80)

20 Minutes

Teacher divides the learners into 4 or 5 groups.

Teacher asks the learners to pick out words or expressions that express poverty.

Presentation by groups

Teacher writes words on the chart and consolidates.

SESSION  8

 Aim : Pick out specific words/expressions.

Language focus : Find out words/sentences which express poverty.

TLM : Chart, marker

Time: 1 ½ hours

Assessment : How many words/sentences did each group find?

Teacher divides the class into two equal groups. Places a box on the table with strips,
containing some actions.  One member from the first group takes a strip and hands it
over to some member in the second group. Let him/her mime the action. The first
group identifies the action. Teacher writes the action/ expression on a chart. Continue
the process with the second group. The game continues.

Scripts for acting:
It rains. You enjoy the cool feel of the rain.
‘Ho, what a rain!’
The ceiling is leaking in the rain.
Flood water enters your house.
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Assessment : Were the learners able to read and comprehend the scripts?

Were they able to enact them?

You shiver in cold.
You want to play, but can’t because of rain.
You get afraid of lightning and thunder.
Enjoying the rain without an umbrella.
Splashing rainy water holding umbrella.
Playing in water with paper boats.
Heavy rain outside, you shut the window and sleep.


  Activity 23 - Is rain a joyful experience? 50 Minutes

Teacher initiates a discussion based on the sentences/ expressions written as part of

dumb charades.

Do you agree with all these statements?

Is rain always a joyful experience?

What is your experience of rain?

Let the learners comment on the background of floods in Kerala.

Teacher writes the major points on the blackboard.

Write down your experience.

Follow the process of writing.

 Aim : To write a description on an experience

Language focus : Write the description on the experience of rain

To the teacher: Don’t forget to present a teacher’s version and to follow the process

of editing.

Assessment : Assess the description with the help of the assessment tool.
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RUBRICS FOR DESCRIPTION 

 Excellent Good Satisfactory  Need 
Improvement 

Ideas Clear ideas are 
well-supported 
with 
interesting and 
vivid details. 

Ideas are well-
supported with 
details 
 

Ideas are not 
well-
developed. 
More details 
are needed. 

Ideas are 
unclear. Few 
details are 
given 
 

Organisation Logical 
organisation 

Some lapses 
in organisation 

Poor 
organisation 

No clear 
organisation. 
Difficult to 
follow 

Word 
Choice 

Precise, vivid 
and interesting 
word choices 

Wording 
could be more 
specific 

Wording is 
sometimes 
repetitive 
 

Very limited 
word choices 
 

Sensory 
Perceptions 

Paragraph 
includes details 
that appeal to 
the senses 
(taste, touch, 
sound, sight, 
smell). 

Includes a few 
details that 
appeal to one 
or two senses 

Includes 
limited 
details that 
appeal to the 
senses. 

 No details 
that appeal to 
the senses 

Fluency Uses complete 
sentences and 
maintains 
variety 

Uses complete 
sentences, but 
not much 
variety  
 

Simple 
sentence 
structure is 
used 
repeatedly. 

Frequent use 
of sentence 
fragments or 
run-on 
sentences 
 

Writing 
Conventions 

Correct 
capitalisation, 
correct 
spelling& 
correct 
punctuation 
 

Mostly correct 
spelling, 
punctuation 
and 
capitalisation 

Some errors 
in 
punctuation, 
spelling and 
capitalisation. 

Frequent 
errors in 
spelling, 
capitalisation 
and 
punctuation. 
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Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand the instructions?

Did they analyse the context critically?

Were they able to prepare a description?

Expected writing in learners' notebook: Description ( individual  and group)

Evidence of classroom process: Teacher version, edited group product

Things that go to the portfolio:

  Activity 24 -Are you Mischievous? 20 Minutes

· Let the learners be the  audience.  Play a few parts of the cartoon ‘Tom and
Jerry’ which discloses the mischievous nature of  Tom. (4-6 minutes)

Interaction
· What is the nature of Tom in the cartoon?
· What makes you think so?
· Are you mischievous?
· How do your parents react, when you are naughty?

Leads the learners to the lesson, ‘A Saturday Morning’.

SESSION  9

 Aim : To lead the learners to the story ‘A Saturday Morning’

Language focus : Learners watch and enjoy film clips.

TLM : Film clippings of ‘Tom and Jerry’

Time: 1 ½ hours

Assessment : How many of the learners expressed their views about the

cartoon?
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  Activity 26 - True side and False side 20 Minutes

 Aim : Enhance comprehension by engaging the learners in simple
games.

Language focus : Listen to the statements, comprehend and act accordingly.

  Activity 25 - Interactive Storytelling. 20 Minutes

 Aim : Listen to stories, enjoy reading and read meaningfully

Language Focus: Listen and comprehend stories narrated by the teacher.

Interaction
· Which day do you like the most in a week?Why?
· How many of you like Saturdays?
· What do you like to do in these days?
· There is a naughty boy. He did something on a Saturday morning.

Narrates the story with proper prosodic features. (‘Tom’…….no answer.

Coursebook Page no. 81)

Interaction
· Who is Tom?
· Where did he go?
· Why didn’t he come back?

Elicits responses

Narration continuous (The old lady...punish him)

Interaction
· What will happen on Saturday morning?
· What will be the punishment?
· What will Tom do?

Elicits responses

Assessment : Are the learners able to comprehend ideas from listening.
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Teacher draws a marking line at the centre to divide the classroom into two sides:
one is the true side and the other is the false side. She/he asks the children to stand
at the centre. Reads out a statement related to the passage they have listened to.
Those who think the statement to be  true can move to the ‘True side’ and others can
move to the ‘False side’. Those who chose the false side are eliminated. Teacher
repeats the game with the next statement.

  Activity 27 - Interactive story telling 30 Minutes

 Aim : Listen and enjoy stories.

Language focus : Listen and comprehend stories narrated by the teacher.

Teacher reminds the incidents in the story through proper interaction questions.
She/he continues the narration: (The next day....He had an idea.)
Interaction
Tom got a task to single the fence. What will Tom do?
Will he play any trick ?
Narration continues (He picked up………..single on it).
Did you enjoy the story?
What was the trick Tom played on his friends?
Elicits responses.

Assessment : Assess their learners responses.

Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand my instructions?
Did they analyse the context critically?

Were they able to comprehend the story?

Expected writing in learners  notebook:   NIL

Evidence of classroom process:
Things that go to the portfolio:

Assessment : How many of the learners comprehended they ideas?
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  Activity 29 -  Act Out the Story 20 Minutes

 Aim : Read and comprehend the story and present it in the form of a play.
Language focus :  Convert the story into a play and prepare dialogues.

· Divides the learners into groups and asks them to read and share the ideas in\
the story. Let them fix the events.
(What are the main events in the story?)

· Let them fix the characters of each event for a reader’s theatre.
(Who are the main characters?)

· Fix the dialogue. (What are they saying?)
· Let them prepare scripts.
· Presentation of the play.

Assessment : Assess the performance (by the teacher or by peer groups).

  Activity 28 -Let’s Act 20 Minutes

SESSION  10

 Aim : To read and perform the contexts
Language focus :  Read and enact the scene.
TLM :  Sentence strips

Time: 1 ½  hours

Divides the learners into groups. The teacher selects some contexts from the story, ‘A
Sunday Morning’ and passes to the groups.
e.g. 1. There was Tom near the cupboard door. He had jam all over his face.
2. Aunt Polly took the stick and raised it high. She was about to strike Tom hard.
‘Look behind you, aunty’.
3.  ...
A pair from the group should enact the scene. Other groups assess the performance.

Assessment : Do all engage in the performance?
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Teachers' Reflection

Were the learners able to understand the instructions?
Did they analyse the context critically?
Were they able to comprehend the story well?
Were they able to perform the events in the correct manner?

Expected writing in learners’ notebook: Scripts of the play

Evidence of classroom process:

Things that go to the portfolio:

SESSION  11
Time: 1 ½ hours

  Activity 30 -  Find the Dialogue 25 Minutes

 Aim : To match the pictures with the sentences from the story

Language focus :  Match pictures with the given sentences.

TLM :  Picture cards, sentence strips

Teacher distributes the pictures given on Page no. 85 of the Course book to half of
the learners. (One picture to each learner). The other half of the learners get paper
strips containing the following sentences.

· “You have been stealing again. Don’t tell me that you haven’t”.
· “Look behind you, Auntie!’’ shouted Tom.
· This was Tom’s chance. He rushed out of the house.
· “Oh no, I like it. Whitewashing is fun. You have never whitewashed a

fence, have you?”
· Tom sat there, watching and eating Ben’s apple.
· But soon they too were whitewashing the fence.

Now, the teacher asks the learners to find their pair by matching the pictures with the
corresponding sentence strips. After that the teacher checks whether they are the
right pairs.

Assessment : Are they able to read and comprehend?

Do anybody need my support?
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  Activity 31 -  Retell the Story 45 Minutes

 Aim : Retell the story using pictures.

Language focus : Sequence the pictures according to the events and retell it in

one’s own words.

Teacher asks the pair groups (formed in the previous activity) to form groups based

on  pictures and sentences. Thus learners having similar pictures and sentences will

come together so that there will be six groups having 12 members. Now, the teacher

asks one group to keep one set of pictures and strip swith them and to distribute

other sets to the other groups. Asks each group to follow the same. When this

process is completed, all groups will have all the pictures and the corresponding

sentence  given in the coursebook.

Let them rearrange the pictures in order and number them in the sequential order.

Let them sit in a circle and prepare for retelling the story as chain storytelling. Teacher

asks the following question prompts:
· How will you begin the story?
· What happens in each context?

 After a brief preparation, the teacher allows the groups to retell the story.

Assessment : Could they sequence the pictures correctly?

How far could they retell the story in their own words?
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  Activity 32 -  Give me another Word 25 Minutes

 Aim : To familiarise the use of adjectives derived from nouns

Language focus : Replaces phrases with adjective-noun combinations

Teacher reads  Activity 2 on Page no. 89.
Read the underlined phrase.
Can you restructure the phrase in a simple way?

Teacher gives the example- ‘the season of rain’ as ‘rainy season’.

Teacher asks the learners to replace the other underlined phrases with suitable

compound words. Asks the learners to share their findings in pair groups and

present. Finally the teacher consolidates the process.

Assessment : Assess the ability of the learners to form adjectives from

nouns.

Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand the instructions?

Did they analyse the pictures and reproduce the story?

Were they able to comprehend the story well?

Expected writing in learners notebook:  Main events of the story objectives.

Evidence of classroom process:

Things that go to the portfolio:

\
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Teacher asks the learners to stand in a circle. Teacher also occupies a position in the
circle. She produces a ‘whoosh’ sound and passes to the learner to her right by
throwing both her/his hands towards the learner. The learner catches the sound and
passes it to his/her right in the same manner. When one or two rounds are over, the
teacher passes another sound (e.g; ‘roar…’) towards her/his left. Now, the teacher

replaces the sounds with sounds resembling breeze, tempest, storm, etc. Continues

SESSION  12
Time: 1 ½ hours

  Activity 33 -  Happiness 40 Minutes

 Aim : To read and enjoy poems
Language focus : Listen, read, comprehend and enjoy simple poems and do simple

activities related to it.
TLM : Video/Audio of the poem “Happiness” -http:/youtube/xhovpG-QPZ8.

Teacher plays the audio/video of the poem ‘Happiness’ by Raymond Carver.
· Plays the poem one or two times.
· Let them listen to and recite the lines which they have identified from the

poem.
· When this exercise comes to a saturated level, allow the learners to find the

lines from the text. Allows them to read individually.

After reading, the teacher asks the learners to answer the questions in pair groups

given on Page 87 of the coursebook.

Random presentation and consolidation

  Activity 34 -  Pass the sound 20 Minutes

 Aim : Engage learners in theatre games.
Language focus : Listen to instructions and do it accordingly.

\

Assessment : Can they derive meaning from the poem?
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Assessment : Did all the learners engage in the game?
      Did the learners comprehend the teacher’s instructions?

  Activity 35 - Crossword Puzzle 40 Minutes

 Aim : To prepare crossword puzzles

Language focus : Learners engage in group activities, understand the meaning

of words and prepare crossword puzzles.

Teacher familiarises the words ‘storm’, ‘breeze’, ‘tempest’ and hurricane. Here
she/ he reminds them of the sound they have created in the previous game. She/he
asks the learners to imitate/ produce sounds representing the target words.
Then she/he asks them to complete the crossword puzzles individually.
What question will you write in the blanks given above?
Allows the learners to refer  a dictionary and supplement the questions in the blanks.
Asks them to present their questions, make necessary editing and consolidate the
activity.

the game. The teacher makes the game funny by speeding up the passing of sounds

without waiting for the completion of a particular sound.

Assessment : Assess their group involvement and the crossword puzzle.

Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand the instructions?

Were they able to comprehend the poem well?

Did they engage in group activities?

Expected writing in learners  notebook: Crossword puzzle, questions for the

puzzles

Evidence of classroom process:

Things that go to the portfolio:
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Teacher groups the learners (6-8 members). One group is asked to come to the

front and sit facing the other groups. This is the detective group. Teacher asks the

groups to fix the name of a bird/animal/person/place and pass it secretly to the teacher.

Teacher writes one of those words (other than that is selected by the detective group)

on the chart/ board behind the detective group. The detective group can ask Yes/No

questions to the other groups to identify the word written behind. The other group

members should say either ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ only. The maximum number of questions

that can be asked is limited to ten. Give ten points if they win the game. The game is

repeated with other groups as detectives.

Teacher should support the learners by megaphoning or expanding the ideas they try

to express.

Assessment : Assess the learners'group involvement and their ability
  to ask questions.

  Activity 37 - Hot seat - A Question to a Parrot 30 Minutes

 Aim : Enable students to form questions.

Language focus : Construct simple questions suitable to the context.

SESSION  13
Time: 1 ½ hours

  Activity 36 -  Detectives 30 Minutes

 Aim : To engage in group activities

To enable students to form questions

Language focus : Construct simple questions suitable to the context.
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Teacher narrates the passage given inActivity 3 on Page no. 89.  Let the learners sit
in six groups.  Teacher places a box on the table.  The box contains the parrot’s
answers. Group leaders are asked to take a strip from the box.  Teacher sits at the
centre of the class as the parrot.  Each group frame a suitable question based on the
answer they get. Anyone from the group can ask questions to the parrot. The parrot
says the answer, if the question is correct.  If the question is not correct, the parrot
doesn’t reply. Then, other groups can support them to correct the question so as to
make the parrot speak.

· Later the teacher writes all the questions on the chart and edits the
questions.

· Let the learners complete the Table on Page no. 90 individually.

Assessment : Assess the suitability of the questions framed.

  Activity 38 - Match the Placards 30 Minutes

 Aim : Framing questions

Language focus : Enable the learner to frame questions appropriate to the

context.

TLM : Placards containing sentences

Teacher prepares the answer placards on Page no.91 of the Coursebook. She/he

groups the learners. Standing in the middle, the teacher shows a placard. The groups

have to frame a question for the answer. (Allow them to refer  the coursebook for

support.) Each group frames questions, writes them in their notebook first and later

on a chart strip and exhibits the strip. Teacher fixes the question strips on the board/

chart. Teacher awards points for each correct question. Continues the game with

another answer placard.

Assessment :  How many learners were able to frame questions?

 How many of them needed support?
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SESSION  14
Time: 1 ½  hours

  Activity 39 -  Cartoon 40 Minutes

 Aim : Framing questions appropriate to the context

Language focus : Frame suitable for questions apt to the answers

TLM :  Chart paper

Step 1 - Picture reading

Teacher shows the cartoon on Page no. 92 of the coursebook and interacts

with the learners.

What might the policeman ask the driver?

What might be the driver’s reply?

Do you think it is right to do such things while driving? Why?

Step 2 - Framing questions

Teacher divides the learners into four groups.

Distributes the answers on Page 93  to each group and asks them to frame questions.

Step 3 - Role play

Each group is awarded  60 points in advance. Teacher calls a learner from one group to

act as the policeman and another from the next group to act as the driver. The policeman

asks a question and the driver shall answer appropriately. If the answer is mismatched,

the group loses their point. If the question is wrong, the questioning group also loses

their 10 points. (Each mistake causes a loss of 10 points.)

Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand the instructions?

Were they able to frame proper questions?

Did they engage in group activities?

Expected writing in learners notebook: Questions framed

Evidence of classroom process: Placards

Things that go to the portfolio:
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Assessment :  Assess the questions framed by the learners.

  Activity 40 -  Missing Word 30 Minutes

 Aim : Encourage the learners to predict the meaning.

Language focus : Identify the missing word in a specific context by understanding

its meaning.

TLM : TB,HB, marker pens, paper, strips and chart.

Teacher shows the incomplete passage (word missing) in the chart.  (The Rain

Page no. 73) and fixes it on the blackboard.

Teacher divides the learners into 4 groups and gives paper cards and marker pens

to each group.

Let the learners read the passage ‘The Rain’ and identify the missing words and

write them in their cards.

Teacher gives chance for the groups to paste the missing word in the proper

position on the chart. Other groups can comment on them.

Assessment :  Assess the ability of the learners to place the words correctly.

  Activity 41 -  The Tortoise and the Hare 20 Minutes

 Aim : Understand the usage of modifying words.

Language focus : Make the learners write sentences using modifying words.

TLM : The Story: Hare and Tortoise

Divide the learners into five groups. Let them read the story and find out sentences in
which the word such as talked, accepted, ran, reached and lowered are used. Let
them rewrite the sentences using appropriate describing words from the box given on
Page no. 95 of the coursebook.
Group presentation and teacher consolidation.
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Assessment :  How far could they make use of describing words properly?

Teacher's Reflection

Were the learners able to understand my instructions?

Were they able to place words properly in a context?

Did they engage in group activities?

Did they get an idea about modifiers?

Expected writing in learners’ notebook: Questions framed by the learner,

filled in passage

Evidence of classroom process:

Things that go to the portfolio:


